
The Incredible Journey of the
Maroons Queensland State Of
Origin Heroes
A Look at the Legends Who Defined Queensland's State of Origin

Dominance

The Queensland Maroons have been the dominant force in Australian rugby

league's State of Origin series throughout its history. This fiercely contested

series between Queensland and New South Wales has seen many legends

emerge on both sides, but it is the Maroons who have enjoyed a prolonged period

of success, thanks to their extraordinary heroes. In this article, we will take a
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closer look at some of the greatest Maroons State of Origin heroes who have

contributed to Queensland's unparalleled success.

1. Wally Lewis - "The King"
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Often referred to as "The King," Wally Lewis is widely regarded as one of the

greatest players in rugby league history. Lewis captained the Queensland

Maroons throughout the 1980s and early 90s, guiding them to numerous

victories. His exceptional leadership, skill, and determination made him the face

of Queensland's dominance in the State of Origin arena during that era. Lewis'

influence on the game was so immense that he even has an award named after

him - the Wally Lewis Medal, given to the best player from each State of Origin

series.

2. Allan Langer - "Alfie"
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Allan Langer, affectionately known as "Alfie," had an illustrious State of Origin

career spanning over 12 years. Standing at just 5'6" in height, Langer defied all

odds with his breathtaking performances. His electrifying speed, remarkable

agility, and sheer determination made him a formidable opponent for the Blues.

Langer's memorable comeback from retirement in 2001, at the age of 34, is

considered one of the greatest moments in State of Origin history. He played a

crucial role in securing a series win for the Maroons that year, solidifying his

status as a true Queensland legend.

3. Cameron Smith - "The Master Manipulator"
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Cameron Smith is unquestionably one of the greatest players in the history of

rugby league. As the longest-serving captain of the Queensland Maroons, Smith

was the mastermind behind Queensland's dominance in the State of Origin series

during the 2000s and 2010s. His exceptional skills as a playmaker, precise

kicking game, and unrivaled game management made him a nightmare for the

Blues. Smith's ability to control the game and dictate the pace earned him the
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nickname "The Master Manipulator." He led the Maroons to a remarkable eight

series victories in a row, further solidifying his legacy as one of the all-time greats.

4. Darren Lockyer - "The Golden Boot"

Darren Lockyer, known as "The Golden Boot," is widely regarded as one of the

most versatile players to have ever played the game. Lockyer's ability to

seamlessly transition between different positions - from fullback to five-eighth to
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halfback - showcased his incredible versatility and adaptability. His calming

influence on the team, exceptional ball-handling skills, and accurate kicking game

were vital for the Maroons during their incredible run of State of Origin success.

Lockyer's contributions played a pivotal role in Queensland's triumph, making him

a legend in Maroons history.

In summary, the Queensland Maroons have been blessed with a rich tradition of

exceptional players who have elevated the State of Origin series to new heights.

The likes of Wally Lewis, Allan Langer, Cameron Smith, and Darren Lockyer have

not only left an indelible mark on Queensland's rugby league legacy but also

cemented the Maroons as the dominant force in State of Origin history. Their skill,

determination, and leadership have set the bar high for future generations of

Maroons players, ensuring that the spirit of Queensland's State of Origin heroes

continues to shine bright.
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The Maroons exposes the family factors that helped forge the resolve of every

player to represent Queensland in the history of State of Origin.This is more than
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a rugby league book. It's a book about the children of fruit pickers, butchers,

military personnel; of truckers and railway workers. It's the story of kids who were

told they weren't good enough. And the story of those seemingly always destined

for greatness. It's about Broncos, Titans and Cowboys.It's a book about

resilience, leadership, Queensland's history - both proud and shameful - and

those who would stop at nothing to realise their united footy dream. Collectively,

the stories explain why the northern state has held an edge over its bitter

southern rival.
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